Tissue-Tek Prisma® Plus & Tissue-Tek Film®
Automated Slide Stainer and Film Coverslipper

Imagine… ultimate time saving,
supreme flexibility and superior
reliability in staining and coverslipping

Where ultimate time saving
meets supreme flexibility and
superior reliability
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Tissue-Tek Prisma® Plus &
Tissue-Tek Film®
The Tissue-Tek Prisma® Plus & Tissue-Tek Film® integrated system is the
gold standard in staining and film coverslipping. This provides true walk away
capability and continuous confidence in performance and quality due to
its unsurpassed system up-time.
The flexibility of standard and special staining in a single system, with the use
of proven film coverslipping technology makes this a cost efficient method of
producing high quality stained slides.
Conﬁdence in performance and quality:
• Ultimate time saving
• Supreme flexibility
• Superior reliability
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Total Staining and Coverslipping
Solution
Creating confidence in the laboratory that they can
easily manage their costs, whilst achieving a rapid
turnaround time with consistent high quality slide
delivery is most effective with a total solution for
staining and coverslipping.
Combining the Tissue-Tek Prisma Plus and TissueTek Film system with quality consumables such as the
gold standard Tissue-Tek® Coverslipping Film and a
selection of added value Sakura Services provides the
laboratory with this total solution.

Ultimate time saving
Time is of the essence, virtually every histopathology
lab is pushed on turnaround times and faces increasing
workload, often with reduced staff and with equal or
less financial resources. The integrated Prisma Plus
and Film is the ultimate time saver, freeing your staff for
other important tasks.
The continuous loading and unloading of multiple runs
without start delays, the confidence in a standardised
staining result and reliable high quality coverslipping
allows for true walk away capabilities. This decreases
valuable user time spent waiting or reworking poor
quality slides.
The increased scheduler efficiency, the use of
Film technology to replace glass coverslips and
liquid mountant just adds to the already formidable
performance reducing the maintenance time and costs.
User training ensures that the laboratory is using and
maintaining the system efficiently, ensuring the high
quality and reducing the turnaround time of the slides.
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Supreme flexibility
Customers have greatly appreciated the convenience delivered by the
integrated Prisma Film stainer coverslipper. This is due to the flexibility of
having a single platform to easily perform H&E and special stains reducing
hands on time, maintenance time and service costs.
Added to this, having the choice of reagents, reagent container
configurations and user defined programs comprise the ideal automated
stainer for a wide variety of demands and requirements.
The improved user interfase on the Prisma Plus allows 50 different colours
for coding the reagent containers. This ensures high quality staining due to
accuracy in reagent changing.

Superior Reliability
The Prisma Plus and Film coverslipper have been designed, engineered
and built to provide the laboratory with an integrated stainer coverslipper
having a pedigree of dependability and reliability. This ensures a smooth
workflow through continuous loading and high quality staining slide after
slide.
The Prisma Plus and Film is world renowned for its high level of system
uptime instilling confidence that the system is available when needed. This
is produced and maintained by providing excellent service support and
preventative maintenance.
Sakura has further enhanced reliability with the introduction of iSupport for
the Prisma Plus. This real time remote monitoring system will reduce the
adverse impact of instrument failure by increasing the already impressive
uptime rate on the systems as it enhances the speed of repair.
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The total staining and coverslipping solution
Total staining and coverslipping solutions provide you with the ability to obtain quality consumables and value added
services to complement the Prisma Plus and Film systems. This will ensure your laboratory can achieve a cost efficient,
quality staining and coverslipping service.

Products
6172

Tissue Tek Prisma® Plus Standard

6173

Tissue Tek Prisma® Plus Special

4742

Tissue-Tek Film® Coverslipper 220V 50/60Hz

6134

Prisma and Film Link

Consumables
4770 Coverslipping ﬁlm

Full Microscope slides portfolio
Sakura offers a wide range of microscope slides for
everyday use in IHC/ISH, suitable for every situation.
Tissue-Tek® Miscroscope slides
are available as:
• Non-adhesive
• Adhesive
• Advanced adhesive
Visit sakura.eu for more information on the available slides.

Sakura Services
Sakura’s range of histopathology services is designed to assist you to meet the challenges you and your laboratory face
on a day to day basis. These will position your laboratory optimally in a competitive world and place you ahead of time.
Complementing the high quality instruments and consumables we are known for, our services help you to become more
efficient, reduce your turnaround times and increase the quality of your work.

Visit sakura.eu/services for availability in your region.

Please visit our website sakura.eu
Sakura Finetek Europe B.V., Flemingweg 10A, 2408 AV Alphen aan den Rijn,
P.O. Box 362, 2400 AJ Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands
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